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Introduction  

This report is the output of a Wild Trout Trust visit undertaken to the River Synderford, which spans 

the Somerset/ Dorset border (National Grid Reference (NGR): ST 37696 05814 to ST 38836 02037) in 

November 2021. The visit was requested by the Axe Vale Rivers Association (AVRA), primarily to focus 

on options to improve and conserve the river for wild brown trout (Salmo trutta) and to 

sympathetically manage the reach as a nursery area; the Synderford reportedly supports large 

numbers of sea trout running the tributary to spawn in November and December.  

Comments in this report are based on observations on the day of the site visit, and discussions with 

AVRA members.  

Throughout the report, normal convention is followed with respect to bank identification i.e. banks 

are designated Left Bank (LB) or Right Bank (RB) whilst looking downstream.  

 

Map 1: A map showing the section of the River Synderford visited. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Catchment and Fishery Overview  

The River Axe rises from springs between Crewkerne in Somerset and Beaminster in Dorset, flowing 

west into Devon before turning southwest at Chard junction to flow through Axminster, Colyford and 

Seaton. The Axe collects flow from Temple Brook and the River Synderford near its headwaters, the 

Blackwater River and the River Yarty in its midwaters. Other important tributaries include the 

Umborne Brook and the River Coly before the Axe enters the English Channel at Seaton Bay.  

The Synderford starts at one of the highest points in Dorset and is approximately 5 kilometres in 

length; as with much of the Axe, it has a plentiful supply of gravel substrate. This high gradient stream 

is attractive to large quantities of the river Axe sea trout for their annual spawning cycle.  

The underlying geology of the riverbed is alluvium with areas of valley gravel, clay, shale and marl. The 

water is base-rich (alkaline) with a high content of dissolved minerals.  

For 13 kilometres, between the Blackwater River confluence and the tidal limit near Colyford, the river 

is designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). The designation cites the Axe supporting an 

exceptionally diverse range of aquatic and marginal plant species, as well as several threatened animal 

species including salmon, bullhead, otter and medicinal leech. The active morphology of the Axe, 

especially in the upper reaches, has ensured a physically diverse range of natural features are present 

as seen in the Synderford. In addition, the lower reaches are contrastingly stable, further broadening 

the range of different habitat types within the river. To reinforce the river’s conservation status, it is 

also a Special Area of Conservation (SAC). 

Sea trout (known locally as ‘peal’) and salmon stocks in the Axe reportedly crashed in the 1980s and 

early 1990s, with agricultural pollution and excessive erosion causing degradation of spawning habitat 

implicated. Since then, a native broodstock scheme has been undertaken in an attempt to boost sea 

trout populations, along with a number of habitat improvements such as weir removals and 

restoration of spawning beds, carried out by AVRA.  

The river is failing its targets for macrophytes (plants) under the Water Framework Directive (WFD) 

and is suffering an overabundance of diatoms (algae) and phosphates; agricultural pollution is 

classified by EA as a significant issue (https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/v/c3-

draft-plan/WaterBody/GB108045014840). 

Pollution instances from local agriculture are reported to be rife; enforcement of the farming rules for 

water and ongoing engagement with the local farming community is key in the river’s recovery. 
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Habitat Assessment 

For the purposes of this report, the section of the river visited is described from the downstream 

extent of AVRA’s water, at Bere Farm, Winsham to the upstream boundary just downstream of 

Castlewood Farm near the village of Blackdown.  

At the bottom of the reach, the river passes under the railway line (photo 1) and into the Axe; there 

were no impediments to fish passage here and the pool riffle formation upstream of here allows for a 

variety of habitats to develop.   

 

Photo 1: The Synderford flowing under the railway (NGR: ST 37696 05814) and into the Axe 100 

years downstream. 

 



 

Photo 2: NGR: ST 37717 05823 Inappropriate attempt at erosion protection. 

 

Photo 3: NGR: ST 37730 05786 Sheep grazing is impacting habitat development on the LB. 



Upstream of the bottom boundary (photo 2), some historic bank protection has added to increased 

erosion downstream; removal is recommended. Some willow whips could be pushed in at the toe of 

the bank to help slow the erosion.   

This bottom field had no fencing protecting the river bank which was heavily impacted by sheep 

grazing (photo 3); a fence set back 5-10 metres would be beneficial to allow favourable habitats to 

develop which in turn will reduce the banks erosion. Drinking troughs or pasture pumps may need to 

be installed to facilitate the watering of livestock. 

Towards the top boundary of this field there was a strange weir structure (photo 4) constructed of 

concrete grates dumped into the river. The reason for this weir being installed is unknown but it may 

have been used to facilitate flow to a nearby pond; the pond’s pipes where well above the current 

water level so it seems that the weir function is no longer required, further investigation is 

recommended. Whatever, this weir is disrupting the natural flow of gravel downstream and disrupting 

free fish passage both up and downstream. As the Synderford is thought to be one of the primary 

spawning streams for the Axe, this structure is extremely damaging for the fish that run the river, at 

best delaying, at worst preventing their passage and exposing them unnecessarily to predation and 

stress. This is true for both adults moving upstream to spawn, smolts dropping downstream in the 

spring and many other species.  

 

 

Photo 4: NGR: ST 37762 05664 Weir structure impounding reach above, holding up natural gravel 

movement and restricting fish passage.  

 



Within the next field upstream of this weir, the river had quality habitats with fenced buffers on both 

banks allowing good tree and scrub development and plentiful amounts of natural woody material 

accumulating within the channel, scouring gravels, helping to create pools and riffles, which provides 

plentiful refuge and spawning opportunities for the Axe sea trout (photo 5).   

The fencing within this upper field (photo 6) that leads up to Shedrick Cottage is set too close to the 

river, not allowing trees and scrub species to develop and leaving the existing fence line vulnerable to 

erosion and failure. This fence should be set further back to allow plants and trees to colonise the 

riparian buffer strip which will add to the existing habitats and project the bank and fence from failure. 

Within the middle and top of this field, the fence has failed (photo 7 & 9) allowing unfettered livestock 

access which is now elevating fine sediment introduction into the river; these fences should be 

reinstated 5-10 metres from the bank top to allow the buffer to re-naturalise. Some livestock drinking 

will be required - either solar powered troughs or pasture pumps would be preferential.  

The fence within this upper section (photo 8) was set further back (but still not the 5-10 meters that 

is recommended) than lower down the field which has done a good job at helping establish a wooded 

riparian buffer, so much so that this may now require some strategic coppicing particularly adjacent 

to the shallower riffles. A hazel coppicing plan could be implemented with some guidance from WTT; 

some of this hazel could also be introduced to the river by hinging, to diversify habitats.  

 

Photo 5: One example of the many natural accumulations of woody material downstream of Shedrick 

Cottage.   



 

Photo 6: NGR: ST 37769 05573 Fencing set too close to bank top leaving it vulnerable to failure.   

 

Photo 7: NGR: ST 37758 05125 Fencing has failed and fine sediment is now entering the river 

through livestock poaching. 



 

Photo 8: Just downstream of Shedrick Cottage, the channel is overshaded and would benefit from 

some careful coppicing. 

 

Photo 9: NGR: ST 37790 04981 Fencing failure below Shedrick Cottage: overshading is apparent and 

some hazel coppicing would be beneficial. 



Upstream of Shedrick Cottage, the reach had more of a parkland feel with large established poplars, 

overshading the river. Other than the occasional tree failure which would add some vital woody 

material to the channel, these poplars are all similar in age and structure will do little for biodiversity 

of the reach, supressing the succession of woodland understory and other tree/ scrub species.  

 

Photo 10: Upstream of Shedrick Cottage, uniform poplar plantation shading the channel. 

In comparison to the reach downstream, the livestock has unfettered access here (photo 10-13) which 

increases the amounts of fine sediment entering the stream due to poaching. There was evidence of 

an historic fence that is long since derelict. If this fence was reinstated, fine sediment inputs could be 

reduced, and other favourable habitats such as low scrub would provide the cover for trout parr that 

is currently lacking.  

The combination of shading by the poplars and livestock access is limiting the habitat development in 

this reach upstream of Shedrick Cottage. Although accumulations of woody material and other natural 

habitat features are evident, the cattle browse line in photo 10 shows how the low cover is supressed.  



 

Photo 11: Upstream of Shedrick Cottage, more poaching, resulting in increased fine sediment input  

 

Photo 12: Welcome additions of woody material but the livestock access is still supressing other 

habitat development.  



 

 

Photo 13: Quality trout holding pool with oak root cover in an eroded bank.  

Upstream of Shedrick Spinney (NGR: ST 37831 04522) to Oxenlease Coppice (NGR: ST 38123 03995), 

the river was in fine fettle with fenced, large, wooded buffers on both banks, a plentiful supply of 

gravel and large woody material (photo 14, 16, 17) to diversify river bed profile and flow regimens. 

This demonstrates that with a quality wooded buffer strip and a hands-off approach favourable 

habitats will develop. The woody debris in photo 14 might look messy to some eyes but it is doing 

amazing things for the river, sorting gravels, creating diverse habitat and great cover for fish whilst 

not impounding the river. It’s also really useful at slowing flows and helping reduce peak flooding 

which in the autumn/ winter months could decimate trout redds by washing them out.  

The fencing upstream of Shedrick Spinney was generally well maintained with ample wooded buffer 

within both banks, but in a few areas, as noted in photo 15, the fencing had failed due to lack of 

maintenance and being set too close to the bank top. This fence is then vulnerable to erosion; it should 

be reinstated with a 5-10 metre buffer strip to allow tree regeneration and reduce the possibility of 

future, repeat failure.  

The Synderford is known for its spatey nature (photo 18), from a trickling stream to a raging torrent 

in a few hours. The naturally fallen woody material is doing a good job at supressing some of these 

large floods; more work could be put into this kind of work in the upper catchment (not visited) to 

establish wooded buffers helping reduce peak floods.  



 

Photo 14: Natural woody material doing a good job of natural flood management, slowing peak 

flood flows. 

 

Photo 15: Fencing failure, reinstatement of a larger buffer strip and refencing would be preferable. 



 

Photo 16: The buffer fencing has allowed quality in stream habitats to develop, the natural treefall 

shows a fine example of undershot scour and gravel sorting. 

 

Photo 17: More LWM assisting with natural flood management. 



 

Photo 18: Tide mark on the fencing, showing the spatey nature of the Synderford. 

The next reach upstream of Oxenleaze Coppice (NGR: ST 38094 03949 to ST 38242 03705) 

downstream of Lower Synderford Farm, was distinctly different to much of the Synderford. This reach 

as illustrated in Map 2 & photo 19 is noticeably straighter than all the rest of the Synderford which 

highlights some historical realignment works. 

 

Map 2: Downstream of Lower Synderford farm, noticeable straightening, reducing habitat variation 

that comes from meanders. 



The historic realignment is compounded by the lack of buffer fencing (photo 19) which is reducing 

natural habitat development. Some coppicing works have been undertaken on the LB, but this will 

now be sometime before natural woody material will become available to the channel.  

Establishing a 5-10 metre buffer on the RB with stock fencing should be at the forefront to revitalising 

this reach, allowing wood to fall in the channel and the river to erode its way back across the 

floodplain. The straightening and lack of fencing has maintained a uniform riffle habitat with sparse 

cover for trout, making this area unfavourable for them, and increasing their vulnerability to 

predation.  

 

Photo 19 NGR: ST 38180 03814 Downstream of Lower Synderford Farm: straightened and devoid of 

a wooded buffer on the RB. 

Towards the top of this straightened reach where the river flows under Venn Hill Road, there is a 3 

piped culvert with a concrete sill (photo 20), a barrier to fish migration. Combined with the 

straightened downstream reach at Lower Synderford Farm, these sub optimal habitats will make 

migratory fish more vulnerable to delay, predation and stress. 

This culvert could easily be adjusted with a fairly simple fish easement, increasing the water level 

through the structure to ease passage for fish. In a changing climate where low flows may become 

more common, a barrier such as this will unnecessarily hold up fish migration. 

 



 

Photo 20 NGR: ST 38243 03702 Culvert under Venn Hill Road: a barrier to fish migration, particularly 

in low flows. 

 

Photo 21 Upstream of Home Farm, the fence is set close to the river, in attempt to reduce 

Himalayan balsam infestation 



 

Photo 22 A likely looking spot for spawning where the trailing ivy is touching the water. 

 

Photo 23 High quality low cover was evident in many sections of the Home Farm reach. 



 

Photo 24 Some coppicing works had been undertaken in the upper reach of Home Farm, some of 

which could be now hinged into the channel. 

 

Photo 25 Tractor crossing point at NGR: ST 38602 03253 made from concrete pillars, supressing 

natural processes upstream This would benefit from removal of the middle sections.  

 



Photos 20-25 are all taken from the Home Farm reach of the Synderford, an area generally sensitively 

managed, with quality woody habitat features (photo 23) dominating where the buffer strip allowed, 

primarily on the LB as the fencing was set further back; this should continue to be managed in this 

way.  

The grazing was permanent pasture and seemingly low impact to the river due to low animal numbers 

and rotation of fields. The buffer strip on the RB was set quite close to the river which has had an 

impact on woody habitats developing; upon discussion with the farmer, this is due to the infestation 

of Himalayan balsam within the catchment.  

Himalayan balsam is the tallest annual plant in Britain, growing up to 3m high. Studies suggest that it 

can reduce native plant diversity by up to two-thirds: first shading out native species, then out 

competing them for the attention of bees and other pollinators with its long flowering time and 

plentiful nectar. Native insect numbers are also reduced. Himalayan balsam will also increase 

sediment loading within a river as the plants die back in the autumn and banks are left exposed to 

erosion. The balsam problem will not be localised to this area, it will almost certainly be originating 

from upstream in the headwaters. 

The farmer and river managers therefore have a conundrum: if fences are moved back, the balsam 

will increase and, without rigorous management, it will dominate. Currently, cattle grazing right up to 

the riverbank suppresses the balsam, so any fence realignment will have to consider the need for 

future management of balsam within larger buffer areas. Solutions will not be simple.   

Towards the upper reach of Home Farm, some coppicing work (photo 24) had been undertaken and 

with a lot of the regrowth of a similar age, some of this is now ripe to be hinged into the edge of the 

channel to provided increased refuge for invertebrates and fish, adding back woody material that may 

have been lost due to the coppicing works. Coppicing can be combined with additions of woody 

material to the river, as sometimes removing all the coppice can actually degrade the river rather than 

enhancing it.  

Home Farm has a crossing point for vehicles (photo 25), installed some years ago; its concrete pillars 

are now restricting fish movements particularly in low flows. Many options are available to improve 

this, but a quick fix could be removal of the central pillars, reinstating better fish passage. But a clear 

span bridge and all the pillars removed would be the most preferable outcome.   

 

 



 

Photo 26 Near the upper boundary of the reach visited (NGR: ST 38741 02235), a tilled field sloping 

down to the river will be vulnerable to soil erosion in November.   

 

Photo 27 NGR: ST 38836 02037 Irish ford impacting on fish passage. Notable soil ingress from the 

tilled field in photo 26. 



The last reach visited was downstream of Castlewood Farm, the river was fenced from the RB (photo 

26) and coppicing had taken place, depleting the river of natural woody material and mature trees. 

Coppicing is best done in small areas to allow different age classes of trees to provide variety. The LB 

was dominated by a recently tilled field on a downhill slope to the river; worryingly, this field is now 

exposed to the winter rains which will erode the farmer’s valuable soil into the river, increasing 

sediment pollution.  

Sediment runoff was noticeable in photo 27 where the muddy slope of this same field runs right to 

the river’s edge with no mitigation in place to reduce run off, some grips may be added to the track to 

reduce soil entering the river. The Irish Ford in the same picture, closes the rest of the river to any fish 

migration, effectively cutting off the upper reaches. This ford would need removal or serious 

modification to ensure fish could move through this area.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Recommendations 

In order for the trout population in the Synderford River to reach its full potential, the following actions 

are recommended: 

Bere Farm to Shedrick Cottage 

• Instigate discussions with the landowner within the bottom field as to whether some buffer 

fencing (5-10 metres) could be installed on the RB to improve woody habitat development. 

WTT can help advise. 

• Remove weir structure at NGR: ST 37762 05664 

• Reinstate buffer fencing where it is failing or about to fail by moving back to give the river 

space to move and allow woody habitats to develop further. Livestock drinking options will 

need to be incorporated.  

• Where tree cover has become dense within the upper section, some careful coppicing could 

be undertaken to add light to the channel within shallow areas, with some of the coppice 

hinged into the channel to increase refuge for fish & invertebrates. Hinging examples within 

appendix, photos 28 & 29. 

Shedrick Cottage to Oxenleaze Coppice  

• Initiate discussions with the landowner upstream of Shedrick Cottage to reinstate derelict 

fencing to improve low cover and reduce sediment ingress from cattle poaching. 

• Investigate whether the owner would be open to felling of a few selected poplars to improve 

light/ shade ratio; some of these felled trees could be left in situ as woody habitat features 

and natural flood management features. WTT can help advise. 

• Renew fencing where there are signs of failure or erosion is undermining existing fence.  

Oxenleaze Coppice to Venn Hill 

• Fence the RB to allow woody habitat to develop within the straightened reach. 

• Hinge some of the coppice into the edge to improve what is sparse cover at present. WTT can 

help advise. 

• Install a fish easement into the culvert under Venn Hill Road: this could be constructed of 

French oak sleepers (rounded off edges) fixed to the concrete invert using chem fix and ss 

threaded rod. The nape on the concrete erosion apron could be chiselled out to make the 

outlet flume as smooth and steady as possible. An example of a similar type of easement can 

be viewed in the appendix photos 30 & 31.  

Venn Hill to Lower Castlewood Farm 

• Engage with landowner about moving fence back slightly to allow more woody habitats to 

develop.  

• Adjust vehicle crossing at NGR: ST 38602 03253 this could be removing the central concrete 

pillars to allow fish to move through better in lower flows.  

• Hinge some of the coppiced regrowth into the channel to add refuge.  WTT can help advise. 



Castlewood Farm 

• Engage with the farmer with the recently tilled field to make them aware of the risks of such 

farming practices next to the river. The field should either have a cover crop through the 

winter months or be under sown if maize was harvested. Other mitigation measures such as 

sediment traps or grips to reduce soil run off should also be considered. 

• The Irish Ford at NGR: ST 38836 02037 should be removed and replaced with a full span bridge 

or a modified box culvert, opening up the upper river for fish migration. 

General Advice  

• Continue to employ light touch management, e.g. leave fallen trees in the river. If a tree does 

fall in a place where it might cause a problem, give it a couple of floods to see how it settles. 

After this and if the tree is problematical, move it into a more favourable position and secure 

it with posts and wire or steel cable to retain the ecological benefit. 

• Where tree cover is very dense and the river is over-shaded (indicated by a noticeable absence 

of aquatic vegetation, and/or greater than 50% tree shading), instigate tree works to open up 

some occasional skylights in the canopy. If required, programme a rotation of 

pollarding/coppicing works focussing on the southern banks, with the aim of introducing light 

over shallow, faster-flowing sections. Try to retain as much low-lying cover as possible, 

especially over good pools. WTT can advise further. 

• In conjunction with skylighting through coppicing or pollarding (mostly willow), use some of 

the trees to boost habitat instream, either hinging/ lodging or cabling into the channel in a 

downstream direction (see appendix). Such trees should be carefully selected for optimal 

benefit, in consultation with WTT to identify the best opportunities. 

• Explore opportunities in the upper catchment of the Synderford for wider-scale natural flood 

management tactics to slow headwater flow.  

• Find out if there are any schemes to control Himalayan balsam within the catchment, possibly 

through the local Wildlife Trust or the Westcountry Rivers Trust, and work with other 

landowners, fishing clubs and community organisations to try to clear this invasive species 

strategically, from the top of the catchment downstream. Targeted ‘balsam bashes’ may help 

to protect particular areas of value but should not be seen as a substitute for a top-down, 

catchment-scale strategy. There are examples elsewhere of near eradication of balsam (e.g., 

on the River Monnow), though the approach must be strategic and incredibly persistent. The 

Himalayan balsam is a troubling addition as some of the woodland shade could well be 

supressing the growth of it and masking the issue, and new coppicing or enlarged buffer strips 

may well ignite the issue further.  

 

There is some interesting work into controlling balsam with a rust fungus that infects the stem 

and leaves of the balsam in the growing season. It may be that the Synderford is a suitable 

site for a trial. More information can be found here Biological control of Himalayan balsam - 

CABI.org and contact detail: biocontrol@cabi.org  

 

 

https://www.cabi.org/projects/biological-control-of-himalayan-balsam/
https://www.cabi.org/projects/biological-control-of-himalayan-balsam/
mailto:biocontrol@cabi.org


Making It Happen  

Further assistance from the Wild Trout Trust may be available in the form of:  

• Help obtaining the necessary consents for carrying out in-stream works, from either the local 

authority or Environment Agency (depending upon whether the river is designated Main River 

or not). 

• A practical visit, which involves a visit from a WTT Conservation Officer to demonstrate the 

habitat improvement techniques outlined. This enables recipients to obtain on the ground 

training in the appropriate use of conservation techniques and materials, including Health & 

Safety, equipment, and requirements. This will then give projects the strongest possible start 

leading to successful completion of aims and objectives. Recipients will be expected to cover 

travel expenses of the WTT attendees.  

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and PDF format on habitat 

management and improvement: http://www.wildtrout.org/content/library    

The Wild Trout Trust has also produced a 70 minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild Trout’ which 

graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river habitat for wild trout, with examples of good 

and poor habitat and practical demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film 

cover key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish stocks and managing invasive 

species. 

The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop 

https://www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-dvd or by calling the WTT 

office on 02392 570985. 
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Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage can be 

accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any other person, company or organisation acting, or 

refraining from acting, upon guidance made in this report. 

Legal permissions must be sought before commencing work on site. These are not limited to 

landowner permissions but will also involve regulatory authorities such as the Environment Agency – 

and any other relevant bodies (e.g. Natural England and Forestry Commission) or stakeholders. 

Alongside permissions, risk assessment and adhering to health and safety legislation and guidance is 

also an essential component of any interventions or activities in and around your fishery. 
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Appendix 

 

Photo 28: Hinged willow on the River Test. Hazel, small willows and small alders can be hinged into a 

river, creating diversity of flow and in-stream cover for fish. The trees are hinged in a similar manor to 

hedge laying, where the tree is partially cut through at the base and laid into the margins. Chestnut 

stakes and fencing wire can be used to secure the trees in place. Willow will survive perfectly well 

even with 70% of the branches submerged; however, hazel and alder should be laid to retain much of 

the structure above water level. 

 

Photo 29: Another example of a tree successfully hinged into the margins of a river to improve 

habitat diversity. 



 

Photo 30 Installing French oak sleepers on the Abbey Stream to aid fish migration. 

 

Photo 31 A close up of the Abbey Stream fish easement: flow deepened through the structure and 

fluming through the middle to increase fish passage efficiency. 


